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Introduction 

This note has been prepared in response to a question asked by Professor Bonsall during his cross examination of Mr 
Chadwick on Tuesday 22 July 2014.  

Mr Chadwick was asked about the representation of CCTV within the bus stop quality penalty and in particular its 
contribution to the comparison between the penalties applied within LTM and DfT guidance set out on page 8 of 
Appendix A to the Quality Factors report [C-2-4]. 

 

Response 

The comparison between NGT quality factors and those in DfT guidance (as first set out in Aecom’s report1 for DfT 
and now included within Section 3.6 of WebTAG Unit M3-2) predated a change in the assumption that the 
introduction of on-board bus CCTV would be part of the Do Minimum scenario.  

In the NGT stated preference work (as documented in C-4-24) the estimate of the value of CCTV is a combined value 
for CCTV on vehicle and at stops. Therefore, for consistency the Aecom value for ‘CCTV on-board’ was included 
within the stop quality rather than the vehicle penalty as this allowed a comparison to be made with the way that 
NGT values had been derived and then applied.    

The revised specification of the Do Minimum for the Business Case Review [C-1] post-dated the Quality Factors 
report and so it is necessary to revise the comparisons made on page 8 of Appendix A of C-2-4.  

The comparison of the vehicle boarding penalty (not including CCTV) set out on page 8 of C-2-4 does not change. The 
NGT penalty of 5.55 minutes is marginally less than an equivalent penalty based on WebTAG (5.63 minutes). 

The re-specification of the Do-Minimum for the Business Case Review means that the comparison of the stop 
penalty (which included on-board CCTV) does change. The equivalent factor from Aecom has been assumed to 
comprise the values for: at stop CCTV (2.91 minutes); new shelters (1.08 minutes); on screen displays (1.29 minutes); 
and RTPI (1.69 minutes) - a total of 6.97 minutes. This compares with the demand weighted average of 7.1 minutes 
for bus stops within the NGT corridor [APP 103 Question 1]. 

For both the boarding penalty and the stop penalty, the NGT quality factors are of consistent scale with values which 
since January 2014 form part of DfT Guidance. 
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 The Role of Soft Factors in Patronage Growth and Modal Split in the Bus Market in England Final Report,  

Aecom for Department for Transport, October 2009 


